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   Abstract  

 

The drop size distribution (DSD) has awesome variety in various sorts of precipitation condition. The DSD can likewise decide 

diverse snapshot of rainfall. Image processing tool can help to analyses rain in the space. An enhanced mean filter is executed for 

de-noising of exceptionally tainted and edge protection of a picture. Picture division regularly used to recognize the frontal area 

from background. Biclustering calculations in view of vertical and horizontal arrays mean value an incentive to choose the limit at 

the nearby mean. Elective calculation is tried with same information; separation estimation is utilized to converge to pixels. It 

specifically approaches the feasibility of assessing the decency of each match and naturally gathering the nearer combine ought to 

be nearest in the feeling of mean separation. All means are rehashed until accomplishing two clusters. Results obtained from 

automatic thesholding of picture are demonstrating legitimacy of the method. Morphological operators are most helpful for 

depiction of the state of the objects. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Rain is very important parameter on Earth and has much impact on life of living beings. Many techniques have been developed to 

measure the rain fall in given area or in particular terrestrial area; mainly for this precipitation Radars are used although Radar 

provides information accurately performance is limited by several errors. Rain information recorded is used in river basin 

management, hydropower, and water supply and as community based flood warning scheme. Many methods are used to calculate 

rain drop size and shape using image processing all are concentrating in image registration like using photometric raindrop model, 

Eigen drops method etc. Rain gauge observations are also widely used to check and adjust the outputs from weather radar and 

satellite-based systems, as well as being a primary source of observations. the choice of which approach to use in a particular flash 

flood application then depends on the spatial coverage at the location(s) of interest, past performance, organizational policy, 

budgets and other factors. Satellite precipitation estimates are also increasingly used in flash flood guidance applications in regions 

where the radar or rain gauge coverage is poor or non-existent. 

 These methods are used from a decayed to get rainfall data but there are some disadvantages of these methods such as in 

case of rain gauge there are Wind-induced errors, Evaporation and Wetting Losses, Errors from the Lack of a Windshield. Our 

proposal is mainly related to rain drop analysis. The existing methods concentrate more on rain drop and its size and image 

registration process. In our project, we will be using image processing techniques such morphological operations. We will detect 

the rain drop in the image where rain drops are present. Then the size of the drops is estimated assuming the spherical size of the 

rain drop using spherical volume formula. Total rain drops are calculated. Complete rain drop volume is calculated on the image 

frame. The input image set can be taken from 3D dataset. Its rain drop variations are shown on 3d plot using Matlab mesh grid 

analysis. The complete operations will be developed using Matlab software. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The rain is critical not only to weather, but to life on earth. Rain is necessary for the survival of plants and humans. The need to 

measure this rainfall because prolonged or heavy rainfall is often the main cause of debris flows and flash floods in rivers and 

urban areas, and can be a key factor for dam breaks and other types of flash flood. The most widely used monitoring techniques 

are rain gauges, weather radar and satellites. 

The developed algorithm deals with detection of raindrop size and measuring total rainfall. They have used video and 

images taken from slow motion high definition camera to capture the rain images so that image quality will not be constraint in 

further process, as this methods is based on image processing some of process were performed like image resizing, RGB to gray 

conversion, Biclustering, Thresholding and filtering so that captured data or image haves a high quality. They have also discussed 

disadvantages of existing methods like rain gauges and parameters on which accuracy of gauges depends [1] 
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A. Observation 

In this method they have taken video of rain and converted that video to frames so that each frame will be treated as an individual 

images then this algorithm is applied on each frame each frames is processed separately and rain drop count and size of each 

droplet was calculated using morphological filtering and dilation. After this raindrops are separated from background then by 

counting no of white pixel they have measured the size of raindrop using formula 

(√p) ∗ 0.264 mm 

Where p =no of white pixels 

1pixel=0.264mm  

So that size of each Optical imaging of raindrops provides important information on the statistical distribution of raindrop 

size and raindrop shape. These distributions are critical for extracting rainfall rates from both dual- and single-polarization radar 

signals. A large number of raindrop images are required to obtain these statistics, necessitating automatic processing of the imagery 

[2] 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Most rain gauges generally measure the precipitation in millimeters. The level of rainfall is sometimes reported as inches or 

centimeters. Rain gauge amounts are read either manually or by automatic weather station (AWS). The frequency of readings will 

depend on the requirements of the collection agency 

A. Standard Rain Gauge 

The standard way of measuring rainfall or snowfall is the standard rain gauge, which can be found in 100-mm (4-in) plastic and 

200-mm (8-in) metal varieties. The inner cylinder is filled by 25 mm (0.98 in) of rain, with overflow flowing into the outer cylinder. 

Plastic gauges have markings on the inner cylinder down to 0.25 mm (0.0098 in) resolution, while metal gauges require use of a 

stick designed with the appropriate 0.25 mm (0.0098 in) markings. 

B. Tipping Bucket Rain Gauge 

The tipping bucket rain gauge consists of a funnel that collects and channels the precipitation into a small seesaw-like container. 

After a pre-set amount of precipitation falls, the lever tips, dumping the collected water and sending an electrical signal. 

1) Advantage of the Tipping Bucket Rain Gauge 

1) The character of the rain (light, medium, or heavy) may be easily obtained. Rainfall character is decided by the total amount 

of rain that has fallen in a set period (usually 1 hour) and by counting the number of 'clicks' in a 10 minute period the observer 

can decide the character of the rain.  

2) Correction algorithms can be applied to the data as an accepted method of correcting the data for high level rainfall intensity 

amounts 

2) Disadvantages of Tipping Bucket Rain Gauge 

1) The tipping bucket rain gauge is not as accurate as the standard rain gauge because the rainfall may stop before the lever has 

tipped. When the next period of rain begins it may take no more than one or two drops to tip the lever.  

2) This would then indicate that pre-set amount has fallen when in fact only a fraction of that amount has actually fallen. Tipping 

buckets also tend to underestimate the amount of rainfall, particularly in snowfall and heavy rainfall events 

C. The Two-Dimensional Video Disdrometer (2DVD) 

2DVD consist of three distinct units. The first is the sensor unit that houses the optics and line-scan cameras. The second, called 

the outdoor electronics and records the slit images. This computer is a fully functional, standard PC, running MS-DOS, except that 

the conventional spinning hard drive has been replaced with a solid-state disk emulator. 
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Fig. 1: Two Dimensional Video Disdrometer 

D. Disadvantages of Exiting Systems 

Although rain gauges present the most simple and direct way for measuring rainfall amounts and rates, they are subject to several 

sources of uncertainties and errors. The largest source of error is due to wind effect 

1) Wind-induced errors 

2) Evaporation and Wetting Losses 

3) Calibration Errors 

4) Instrument Errors 

5) Errors from the Lack of a Windshield  

6) Errors Related to Bucket Rain Gauges 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Main purpose of this system is to calculate the number of drops present in given picture frame and volume of that counted raindrops 

in an image. Rain drop can be of different sizes and shapes but in our proposed system mainly focuses on spherical shapes drops 

and calculates the volume for those raindrops using spherical formula for sphere. Those rain drops are not of spherical shapes by 

default are considered as non-spherical and that volume also gets counted in total volume. In this system we have used 

morphological operations on an enhanced and filtered image like edge detection, pattern recognition techniques are used. 

As our system is based on image processing performance of this system will be depends on quality of input used. To 

improve quality of image thresholding is used so that image quality will be enhanced in particular we have used thresholding 

technique called as otsu method which finds threshold value automatically from give input grayscale image. 

A. Proposed System Steps 

In given proposed system following steps are present: 

1) Select Raindrops Image 

2) Image scaling 

3) Image histogram 

4) 3D mesh image 

5) 5 Image filtering 

6) Image quality enhancement 

7) Region bounding 

8) Rain drop analysis 

B. Extract Rain Drop Objects using Pattern Recognition Approach 

In this step raindrops are extracted using pattern recognition approach; following steps are involved in extracting a raindrops from 

an image. 

Dilation and erosion are basic morphological processing operations. They are defined in terms of more elementary set 

operations, but are employed as the basic elements of many algorithms. Both dilation and erosion are produced by the interaction 

of a set called a structuring element with a set of pixels of interest in the image. The structuring element has both a shape and an 

origin. 
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Let A be a set of pixels and let B be a structuring element. Let (B)s be the reflection of B about its origin and followed by 

a shift by s. Dilation, written A ⊕ B, is the set of all shifts that satisfy the following: 

A  B = s (B)s   A =Equivalently, 

Morphological Dilation Any pixel in the output image touched by the · in the structuring element is set to ON when any 

point of the structuring element touches an ON pixel in the original image. This tends to close up holes in an image by expanding 

the ON regions. It also makes objects larger Note that the result depends upon both the shape of the structuring element and the 

location of its origin. 

1) Boundary Extraction 

Let A be an N × M binary image array with the background represented by the value 0. The goal of boundary extraction is to find 

the pixels that are on the boundary of objects in the image. 

The boundary pixels are the set β(A) which can be found by 

(A) = A (A  B)c 

Where B is a 3 × 3 structuring element. 

Boundary extraction can be implemented with the IDL statement [7] 

B=A AND NOT ERODE(A,B) 

C. Rain Drop Analysis 

The rain drops can take either spherical or non-spherical sizes. We are considering both objects. The objects are determined by 

using image morphological operations. The sphere object is determined by the formula and other objects are treated as non-

spherical. The results may vary from image to image and also vary from the actual drop. 

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

A. Segmentation Results 

 
Fig. 1: Segmentation using Biclustering 

 
Fig. 2: Segmentation using Otsu 
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B. Used Algorithm Performance 

Algorithm : Biclustering 

S.no Frame name Drop count 

1 1.bmp 88 

2 2.bmp 182 

3 3.bmp 53 

4 4.bmp 92 

5 5.bmp 127 

6 6.bmp 96 

7 7.bmp 225 

8 8.bmp 108 

9 9.bmp 79 

10 10.bmp 63 

11 11.bmp 105 

12 12.bmp 128 

 Total 1346 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

C. Algorithm Accuracy 

S.no Algorithm Accuracy 

1 Biclustering 16.584211 

2 Otsu 95.417785 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Rainfall measurement is the global need to get accurate information of the amount of rain is fallen in a particular area for the safety 

purpose of the people as well as the crop management for the farmers. In ERAUIP we mainly were dealing with two parameter    

(1) Amount of rainfall rate and (2) Raindrop size distribution, both the parameter is important to get accurate rainfall measurement. 

This system use image processing as processing tool and having numerous amounts of advantages over the rain gauge and other 

measuring instruments also the errors due to human interpretation is get nullified due to very less amount of human interference. 

This method may be the future of the rainfall measurement techniques with 80-90 % accuracy. 
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